AUGUST   28-SEPTEMBER   II,    1915
Wednesday, September 1st.
After over a week's delay I received my first article on the
British Front back from the Censor at G.H.Q. With the excep-
tion of about three words the whole of the censoring struck me
as entirely futile. I keep the censored copy as a curiosity.
Saturday, September qth.
London. Lunch at Marriotts. W.A.R. Committee. My new
appeal heartily approved.
Thursday, September gth.
Yesterday I finished a supplementary article (hospital) on the
Front. I am now quit of all this, except that I may write a
preface for the book form. I can now turn to the last half of
" The Lion's Share ". Besides this I have my next (London)
novel in my mind, and my war play, which will advance every
time I think about it for an hour.
I read a year or two of de Goncourts' journal recently. Very
good. In fact it had the finest effect on me when I was exceed-
ingly annoyed.
Saturday, September nth.
During the day, from Davray, Walker, and Rickards, I got
information as to Zeppelin raid on Wednesday night.1 Davray
on roof of the Waldorf. He said Zeppelin was fairly low over
roof. Searchlights on it. Star-lights. Fairy-like. Shots at it.
Then it rose and went northwards. Spectacle agreed to be
superb. Noise of bombs agreed to be absolutely intimidating.
And noise of our guns merely noise of popguns. One bomb in
garden of Queen's Sq. had smashed windows and indented walls
and smashed window frames on three sides. Two hospitals here.
A lot of the glazing had already been repaired. Much damage
at Wood Street, Cheapside*. I didn't see it. Two motor-buses
demolished with passengers. Rickards, who went out at 11.15
(visitation at 10.50—he was in bed and went to cellar), said it
was very strange to see motor-buses going along just as usual,
and a man selling fruit just as usual at a corner. People spoke
to each other in the streets. Walker said streets near bomb in
1 On the evening of September 8 a number of Zeppelins raided London
and the suburbs. Considerable damage was done, 20 killed and 86 injured.
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